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AUDIT & ASSURANCE 

Shagun Abbey, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, will pursue a master's degree in management this fall in France. 

Deepanshu Agarwal, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, set up a manufacturing unit for furniture and is working toward its expansion. 

Deepanshu also recently got married. 
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Namrata Agarwal, Bengaluru AUDIT & ASSURANCE, has been working full time on a startup, Vishisht, for the past three years. It 

offers all-natural, cruelty-free skincare products in low-waste, plastic-free packaging. "We aim to inspire people in shifting towards a 

sustainable lifestyle, minimizing waste, and reducing their carbon footprint by making conscious choices," Namrata says. 

Surbhi Agrawal, Bengaluru AUDIT & ASSURANCE, Hi, after leaving Deloitte Hyderabad, I got job opportunity in Deloitte UK location 

in external audit. I have been here for 1 and half years and enjoying the work. 

Amaan Alam, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, works at a professional services organization. 

Gannaboina Amar, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, is a data analyst at Novartis Health and is pursuing a post diploma in data 

science and business analytics from Texas McCombs. "I am loving the data science subject, it's very challenging!" Gannaboina says. 

Meghna Bhalla, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, joined the Indian Air Force and is currently training at the Air Force Academy in 

Hyderabad to be commissioned to the rank of flying officer next year! "So happy and grateful to be living my dream of eight years 

every single moment. Truly grateful for the resilience and work ethic I built through my work experience of 16 months at Delo itte; 

it's what's made me mentally tough to make it here ... Also, happy to be writing this while wearing my Impact Day t-shirt right now 

(wearing civil clothes until issue of uniform)," Meghna adds. 

Kushal Bhatia, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, is a Chartered Accountant. Kushal left Deloitte in June 2015 with a motive to grow as 

an independent professional before joining a professional services organization to learn the basics of the profession. 

Ashwin Chakravarthy, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, works on disaster-response operations for the Canadian Red Cross. 

Gaurav Mahesh Chhabra, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, works for a professional services organization. 

Achu Cyril, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, says, "I am very grateful to the bright start that Deloitte have me in my career path." 

After completing an MBA, Achu started with a professional services organization and now works at Envestnet. Achu was married in 

2018 and has a 2-year-old daughter. 

Aayushi Gupta, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, is an audit senior with professional services organization. 

Rashmi Iyer, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, earned a master's degree in applied finance and became a lecturer in finance for 

bachelor's degree courses. After that, Rashmi wanted to explore the startup domain, starting as a BDM for a SaaS startup and rising 
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to become a division head. "Currently. I have my own boutique management consulting organization for SMEs to help with scaling, 

growth, strategy, finance, operations, and obtaining funding at later stages," Rashmi says. 

Ashish Jain, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, moved to the United Kingdom and works for a professional services organization 

managing a major wealth-management portfolio. 

Lavit Jain, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, works for a professional services organization, contributing to quality standards of the 

organization by participating in the internal inspection process and external (regulatory) inspections for global engagement teams.  

Jithu Jose Parackal, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, was promoted to senior associate, International Tax and Transfer Pricing, at a 

professional services organization. 

Anjali Rachel Joseph, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, pursued higher education and has been working at an NGO to help build 

shelters since leaving Deloitte. 

Arjun Joshy, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, worked in the film industry after leaving Deloitte. "As of today, I have worked on 

three movies, one has released (Ayyapanum Koshiyum AK), one will be released in March (Nayattu), and the work of the third mo vie 

(Kotthu) is in progress," Arjun says. 

Juhi Kapoor, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, says, "My journey at Deloitte was full of great opportunities and learning. I owe my 

success to all the teams I have worked with." 

Prem Nahar, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, got married in December 2020 and became AVP of finance at one of the biggest real 

estate companies in Madhya Pradesh, in addition to helping a couple startups in fundraising. 

Renjith Radhakrishnan, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, changed careers areas from audit to tax, joining a professional services 

organization in the US business tax service line as a tax associate. In May 2020, Renjith moved to another professional services 

organization in Bangalore to become an advanced analyst. Renjith was recently transferred from Bangalore to Trivandrum. 

Gadilla Manoj Reddy, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, has been preparing to join the Union Public Service Commission and plans 

to take the exam this year. 

Rishi Rongala, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, evolved as a transformative coaching specialist after leaving Deloitte, training with 

some of the top coaches and schools in the world, and working with people from all walks of life from corporate executives to  
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business owners to students. "My work now mainly involves helping people master their state-of-mind/state-of-being in order to 

create results from freedom of mind and flow," Rishi says. Rishi was also admitted as a professional member coach to the 

International Coaching Federation (ICF), having fulfilled all the requirements for the ICF-ACC credentials. 

Abhinav Saxena, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, works at a professional services organization. 

Vaibhav Sharma, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, explored the field of automotive journalism and worked with YouTube channel, 

PowerDrive. Kirti is now pursuing an MBA in finance from AIM Kolkata. 

Arpita Sharma, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, was a teacher in Pune after leaving Deloitte and absolutely loved the experience! 

"I now want to get back to the corporate world but also incorporate social work as part of my job," Arpita says.  

Nidhi Surolia, Gurgaon AUDIT & ASSURANCE, has been working on financial planning and analysis skills, as well as pursuing online 

certifications in both FP&A and M&A with hopes to one day enter these areas. 

Paarth Paaras Verma, Hyderabad AUDIT & ASSURANCE, is graduating with an MBA from University of New Brunswick, Canada, in 

April 2021. "As an individual, I am self-motivated and take initiatives to keep growing as a business professional," they say. 
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CONSULTING 

Anna K Jacob, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing a master's degree in economics at the Central University of Kerala. 

Swetha Koyyada, Hyderabad CONSULTING, moved to the United States with her husband after leaving Deloitte. She is now the 

mother of two girls. 

Patel Arjun, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works at Salesforce. "The ethical and technical skills I learned at Deloitte always give me an 

edge while working with the leadership," Arjun says. 

Saswati Acharya, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for IMB but says, "I miss working in Deloitte because of the vast opportunities." 

Arpita Agarwal, Mumbai CONSULTING, got married in January. 

Sachin Agarwal, Bengaluru CONSULTING, it was a great journey and learning with Deloitte. 

Masoom Agrawal, Mumbai CONSULTING, manages a team of technical developers for SAP ABAP and SAP CPI for a 24/7 support 

project at IBM. 

Iquebal Ahammad, Bengaluru CONSULTING, says it "was truly a pleasure to work with Deloitte." 

Yaksh Ahluwalia, Hyderabad CONSULTING, further developed skills in the overall asset management space and now works for 

Innovapptive Inc. Yaksh has worked as an SME for key clients across the United States and Australia for new-age technologies and 

presales/road map and solution design activities. 

Francina Alphones, Mumbai CONSULTING, works in SAS research and development and says, "I am glad I have been a part of 

Deloitte." 

Komal Arora, Bengaluru CONSULTING, joined Professional services organization as a senior consultant. "Dream big, stay positive, 

work hard, and enjoy your journey!" Komal says. 

Megha Arora, Gurgaon CONSULTING, works for Professional services organization and recently received a promotion. 

Sumit Arora, Gurgaon CONSULTING, moved to the United States in December 2020 to pursue a master's degree in business 

analytics from Michigan State University in East Lansing, Michigan. Sumit plans to graduate in December this year.  
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Rajeev Atmakuri, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Professional services organization. 

Kirti Avinash, Bengaluru CONSULTING, joined the Global Technical Alliances team at Informatica as a technical alliance manager and 

is a subject matter expert for data engineering and integration for its Global Solution Integrators.  

Yagneswaranagaraju Avula, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Professional services organization.  

Hari Mohan Awasthi, Bengaluru CONSULTING, says "I will remember my time in Deloitte [my] whole life." 

Hema Latha Bahadur, Hyderabad CONSULTING, joined Salesforce as a customer success technical architect and found the love of 

their life during the pandemic. 

Chaitanya Bailey, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is working on high-end augmented reality, extended reality applications, and services. 

Chaitanya is also a consultant for a company that specializes in IoTs related to augmented reality, mixed  reality, and extended reality 

and a company that has many ground-level innovations in Indian agriculture.  

Shameek Banerjee, Mumbai CONSULTING, worked at Professional services organization for three years and currently works for 

SIOM. Shameek enjoys football and badminton, is a self-admitted "fitness freak," an avid trekker, has started playing ukulele, and 

enjoys playing poker.  

Reema Behera, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is a management consultant in the life sciences domain. 

Shimul Bharadwaj, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works at Professional services organization and says, "The best part about working in 

Deloitte was [the] friendly work culture, work-life balance, approachable seniors, lot of learning, and lots of fun with colleagues." 

Rupshee Biswas, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works in HR for YourDost, which assists corporations and educational institutions with 

mental health and emotional well-being efforts. 

Swetha Bobba, Bengaluru CONSULTING, had plans to travel to the United Kingdom after leaving Deloitte, before COVID. Swetha 

found a position at Decision Minds working for Service Now after putting those plans on hold.  

Vinay Chamoli, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works as an associate delivery manager and leads six teams with more than 70 resources. 

"One must have the experience of Deloitte; it is much more than an organization, it transforms you. The learning you get in the 

Deloitte from your leaders, peers, subordinates, etc., is phenomenal," Vinay says. 
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Chandan Kumar Chandan, Hyderabad CONSULTING, moved to Dublin to pursue and earn a master's degree since leaving Deloitte, 

before finding work there at Verizon Connect. 

Ganesh Kumar Cheekati, Bengaluru CONSULTING, welcomed a baby girl in April 2020 and is "enjoying her funniest and cutest 

moments now." 

Venkateswarlu Chirala, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Salesforce. 

Arun Chiriyankandath, Bengaluru CONSULTING, completed certification in data science machine learning using the "R from 

Harvard" online program. Arun also completed AHM510, AHM520, and the Certified Scrum Product Owner certification. 

Akanksha Chouhan, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is an assistant manager role at CitiusTech. 

Shruti Daga, Hyderabad CONSULTING, married a Deloitte employee in November 2020. "I guess even though I have left the 

organization, the organization hasn't left me," Shruti says. 

Narasimha Gautam Devalaraju, Hyderabad CONSULTING, has held multiple roles since leaving Deloitte, starting as a technical lead 

working offshore, to lead software developer currently working in Irvine, California. "Overall, it's [been an] amazing journey so far, 

from being [a] developer to a person who can understand and map various standard and custom systems." Narasimha says. 

Anupama Bhausaheb Dhekane, Mumbai CONSULTING, pursued a master's degree after leaving Deloitte. 

Kanika Dhingra, Bengaluru CONSULTING, got married and moved to the United States two years ago. Kanika switched roles, from 

being a UI developer/lead to serving as a technical business analyst. 

Vijayalaxmi Dhiraj Kaveri, Hyderabad CONSULTING, became PMP-certified in December 2020. 

Sai Anwesha Domakonda, Hyderabad CONSULTING, focused on personal development after leaving Deloitte and now works as an 

in-house SAP EQM consultant Trelleborg Sealing Solutions, living in Germany with family. 

Swati Eshwari, Bengaluru CONSULTING, transitioned to an HR role with McDonald's India after leaving Deloitte 

Mohammed Farhaan, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is planning a move to Germany. 

Afreen Fatima, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works as a quality specialist for Amazon. 
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Akash Gadiya, Mumbai CONSULTING, got married in December 2019. Akash works on analytics and data science using tools such as 

Alteryx and Python. Additionally, Akash passed the Alteryx certification. 

Jayesh Gajre, Bengaluru CONSULTING, earned an MBA from the University of Toronto and now works for CIBC, a leading Canadian 

financial institution, advising leadership on various topics such as the client experience, efficiency, and technology transformation. 

Ramesh Babu Govindula, Hyderabad CONSULTING, left Deloitte to pursue a master's degree in computer science from Purdue 

University and will graduate in May. 

Manish Goyal, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is a student at the University of Central Florida and will be completing a Master of Science 

degree by the end of 2021, with a major in computer science. 

Subhasish Guha, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is a cloud solution consultant at Amazon Web Services, focusing on on-premises to cloud 

ETL migrations, big data, machine learning, and AI. 

Rohan Gujrati, Hyderabad CONSULTING, earned an MBA in 2018 from the Olin Business School at Washington University, St. Louis. 

Afterward, Rohan completed a brief stint in the Strategic Pricing division at FedEx Services before leaving the United States, marrying 

in March 2019, and moving to India. Rohan works for Diaspark Infotech Pvt. Ltd. 

Rahul Gupta, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is now an integration architect. "Though still in SAP domain, now my area of responsibilities 

has increased from just on-premise to cloud-based integration and SAP Cloud Platform," Rahul says. 

Akash Gupta, Gurgaon CONSULTING, moved to Melbourne after leaving Deloitte and joined DXC and later DTF, a Victorian 

Government department. 

Deepak Gupta, Gurgaon CONSULTING, works at ACI. 

Harsh Vardhan Gupta, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Wells Fargo. "I am implementing all the learnings I got from Deloitte 

leadership and will try to make the most of it in my current and future assignments," Harsh says. 

Gaurav Gupta, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is pursuing an MBA from MDI Gurgaon. At MDI, Gaurav is a member of the Strategist Club 

and the Consulting Club, and is responsible for propagating consulting practices, such as guess estimates and case discussions, on 

campus. Gaurav also contributes to a monthly newspaper. 
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Siddharth Gupta, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is pursuing higher education at Vellore Institute of Technology. "At college, I start to feel 

and experience the difference in my thinking and how I see the things after getting experience from Deloitte. I am very happy to 

learn again," Siddharth says. 

Vasudha Harlalka, Hyderabad CONSULTING, joined I-PAC as a junior associate to work for state government and the upcoming 

elections in the areas of strategy, planning, and campaigning. Thereafter, Vasudha got an opportunity to work with a Member of 

Parliament in Lok Sabha and is currently assisting the MP with budget sessions, finance, health budgets, MSMEs, social inclus ion, and 

many more topics. 

Khazi Asif Hussain, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is an apps DBA and supports a client hospital ERP onsite in KSA. 

Atulya Indu, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing a Master of Information Systems degree, specializing in business analytics, at 

Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia. Despite the pandemic creating concerns on the job market, Atulya secured a network 

engineering summer internship with Telstra, an Australian telecommunication organization and a virtual business consultancy 

internship with Genexus, based in South America. 

Roshan Farhan Islam, Gurgaon CONSULTING, jumped full time into entrepreneurship and launched a social commerce startup, 

GOBILLION in New Delhi, where Roshan currently works as the co-founder/CEO.  

Atul Jain, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing a master's degree. 

Arihant Jain, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is pursuing a master's degree in computer science from TU Kaiserslautern, Germany! "Getting 

professional experience from Deloitte has helped me a lot in getting along with my courses," Arihant says.  

Vaibhav Jain, Hyderabad CONSULTING, joined a product-based organization after leaving Deloitte. 

Mohit Jaju, Mumbai CONSULTING, is a research assistant for the University of Maryland Department of Geographical Sciences on a 

project funded By NASA and HARVEST to develop and apply machine-learning algorithms to satellite images. 

Fuad Januhasan, Mumbai CONSULTING, became a manager with Citi after leaving Deloitte before moving to Professional services 

organization after a couple years, which was a career turning point. "I got an opportunity to visit several countries and met great 

professionals with great leaders within Professional services organization," Fuad says. Fuad is now a manager at Professional 

services organization, adding, "This has been a rewarding career wherein I got the chance to run the operation in totality—from 

budgeting to delivering performance reviews." 
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Chinni Jaya Nageswara Rao, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Infosys and now has specialization in hybrid integrations using 

webMethods integration cloud. 

Girisha K, Bengaluru CONSULTING, was promoted to a senior financial analyst and is working as a controller. Girisha had the 

opportunity to travel last year to Ireland, Italy, and France for the transition and board meetings. Additionally, Girisha got married in 

2019. 

Deepak Kumar K E C, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Wipro Technologies Pvt Ltd. 

Sudheer Kumar Kakarla, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works at Wells Fargo. 

Vijayraj Kamat, Mumbai CONSULTING, went on a psychology and spirituality journey after leaving Deloitte. "This passion resulted in 

hundreds of answers before I took the full leap to organizational development. It has been more than a year since then. Vijauraj 

says. Vijauraj now works as an organizational development consultant to help organizations produce behavioral changes, as a chief 

product officer in an HR/organization network-analysis startup called Orglens and delivers deep self-designed personal-growth 

courses. "Never feels like work!" Vijauraj adds. 

Anilkumar Kamatam, Hyderabad CONSULTING, transitioned from Siebel to Salesforce since leaving Deloitte. 

Rohan Kapil, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for a consulting organization. 

Manoj Kar, Hyderabad CONSULTING, joined a public sector bank after leaving Deloitte. 

Aishwarya Karan, Bengaluru CONSULTING, started an MS degree in computer science (data science) at the University of Southern 

California. 

Samreen Khan, Hyderabad CONSULTING, has a 9-month-old daughter and lives in Munich (while learning German!). 

Dikshant Khanna, Gurgaon CONSULTING, earned an MBA from the Indian School of Business and transitioned to a more strategic 

role. 

Samapan Khanra, Bengaluru CONSULTING, got married in November 2020. "Deloitte and its employee care. It's good to see how 

Deloitte has taken care of its employees during these trying times. Deloitte is one of the best organizations I have worked with," 

Samapan says. 
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Bhanu Supriya Kondeti, Hyderabad CONSULTING, got married during the pandemic and is happy to share the news! 

Ramya Bhavana Kothapalli, Hyderabad CONSULTING, earned an MBA from the Indian School of Business and works as a senior 

product marketing manager for Rizzle. 

Srikant Krishna, Bengaluru CONSULTING, left Deloitte to pursue a career in music. "I am really proud and happy about that decision, 

as it has rewarded me with great inner peace and satisfaction of doing something I really love and am passionate about," Srikant 

says. Srikant has completed a one-year audio engineering course, worked in a studio, freelanced, and later completed their master's 

degree in film scoring from Berklee College of Music. Srikant is currently freelancing as a music composer, producer, and 

orchestrator working on various projects, including short and feature films, independent songs, commercials, and games. Srikant has 

one piece of encouragement for everyone: "Follow your inner voice!" 

Sri Vishnu  Krupa, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works as a functional leader and business analyst at Kimberly Clark, managing multiple 

regions' order management and transportation efforts, adding that, "Professionally and personally, work experience in Deloitte 

helped me to climb up the ladder and position me in leadership roles at Kimberly Clark."  

Ashish Vinayak Kulkarni, Mumbai CONSULTING, welcomed a baby girl, Shambhavi, in 2020.  

Kritika Kulshrestha, Mumbai CONSULTING, is a brand storyteller and a community enabler who has had an intriguing career 

journey. She started her career as an engineer, then moved into journalism and now handles global communications for Duff & 

Phelps across 25 countries. Kritika has worked with Cornell University, Deloitte Consulting, and Youth Ki Awaaz, among others . She 

has been a guest speaker on numerous platforms and podcasts talking about career transitions, emotional management, and 

personal growth and leadership. Kritika has hosted more than 30 communication skills training, moderated more than 10 webinars, 

and has been a guest speaker on two podcasts and a YouTube career series. 

Harshath Kumar, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works at Professional services organization. 

Mangalampalli Kumar, Hyderabad CONSULTING, has had great experiences in the last two years working in the Internet of 

Technology domain. He and his wife welcomed a baby boy in 2020. 

Vivek Kumar, Gurgaon CONSULTING, works for Kronos Inc. and says, "It was amazing working with Deloitte." 

Gunjan Kumar, Bengaluru CONSULTING, will be getting married soon. "So, filled with ... happiness and excitement," Gunjan says. 
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Ladi Anil Kumar, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is a senior analyst working on the latest technologies, with aspirations to learn Azure and 

achieve Azure developer certification. 

Alok Kumar, Hyderabad CONSULTING, spent most of the lockdown learning! Alok completed courses on artificial intelligence, 

machine learning, data science, and cloud technology, and recently achieved Oracle Planning Cloud Certification.  

Mahesh Kumar Gain, Hyderabad CONSULTING, now interacts with clients directly in a role with Apisero Inc. 

Kiran Kumari, Gurgaon CONSULTING, greatly misses participating in Impact Day, saying, "Deloitte ... definitely helped me be better 

in so many ways. ... I realized how good it feels to selflessly help others. In the days of lockdown, I started feeding the stray dogs in 

my neighborhood, because no one else would. When winter came, they needed help more than ever, and I continued to do my 

part... It has become a beautiful part of my life now. I hope Deloitte continues to make [an] impact for the voiceless." 

Deepthi Kunapareddy, Hyderabad CONSULTING, got married and has professionally grown while working in multiple geographical 

regions, including Canada and Australia, since leaving Deloitte. 

Uditya Uday Laad, Bengaluru CONSULTING, will begin pursuing a master's degree in computer science this fall in Canada. 

Edwin Ronald Lambert, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing higher education in data analytics at Douglas College, Canada. "It's 

exciting to relive life as a student again!" Edwin says. 

Bharat Madaan, Gurgaon CONSULTING, left Deloitte to move to Australia. Bharat now works for Professional services organization. 

Sangupally Mahesh, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for IBM. 

Amit Makhija, Mumbai CONSULTING, is a CTO and is "happy and proud to be a part of the engagement that is directly dealing with 

COVID-19 vaccine trials, as it gave an opportunity to contribute towards the betterment of mankind." 

Karan Malhotra, Gurgaon CONSULTING, works in IT consulting and says, "I have upgraded myself and added a new skill, SAP BRIM." 

Mithun Manik Naik, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is a technical architect for a global bank's integrations stream, working on latest SAP 

technologies and SAP SuccessFactors. 

Sanjona Mazumder, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is a compliance analyst for the National Transport team of Toll Global Express in New 

Zealand. "I simply love what I do," Sanjona says. 
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Nabh Mehta, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing a master's degree in business analytics with a focus on data science. 

Sparsh Mehta, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is finishing an MBA and has joined the family business. "I am grateful to Deloitte for a great 

journey I had," Sparsh says. 

Tushar Mohta, Bengaluru CONSULTING, After I left Deloitte USI Bengaluru, I moved to the United Kingdom and my love for Deloitte 

has taken me to join the Deloitte Family in the UK. 

Shashank More, Mumbai CONSULTING, used lockdown as an opportunity to explore, decide, and start something. Shashank works 

for Indian Drugs & Chemicals. 

Raees Muhamad, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is pursuing a PhD. "I am really grateful for the experience, as l have learned many useful 

professional skills," Raees says. 

Manuri Nagapavan, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for a professional services organization. "Once you work in Deloitte, what 

Deloitte made you … you will continue that forever … Whatever I am, whatever I will be, is because of Deloitte," Nagapavan says. 

Arvind Pabba, Hyderabad CONSULTING, I am quite happy to announce now that I am SAP IBP (Integrated Business Planning) 

Certified Consultant. I was able to deliver an Implementation within 4 months of duration for S&P and Demand Planning. I have  

excelled in Agile methodology and was able to achieve sprint goals till complete implementation. 

Souvik Pal, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works at a professional services organization. 

ChandraShekar Pamukuntla, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Applied Materials as an SAP C4C and CRM FA in Santa Clara, 

California, with a focus on implementing continuous improvement projects for CRM contracts and C4C Service. Chandrashekar also 

manages offshore team working from Bangalore. "I received [the] Consultant Excellency Award from our business unit for 

successfully implementing SAP C4C Service," Chandrashekar adds. 

Amrita Panda, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is pursuing an MBA degree at IIM Sambalpur. "I still fondly keep my Deloitte keychain 

attached to my bag to remember the place that motivated me," Amrita says. 

Pinaki Panda, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is "innovating and celebrating the dawn of the intelligent ERP" with SAP Labs India. 

Nandan Pandya, Mumbai CONSULTING, completed their master's degree in computer science. "A lot of [the] skills, in terms of time 

and people management, [I] learned at Deloitte helped me succeed," Nandan says. 
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Tanvi Pant, Gurgaon CONSULTING, got married. "While being with Deloitte, I had the best team I could ever ask for," Tanvi adds. 

Sanket Pathre, Mumbai CONSULTING, works as a technology lead for Lionbridge and has received two promotions in the last five 

years. "Missing Deloitte parties and Impact Day preparation!" Sanket adds. 

Raja Aravind Pulagam, Hyderabad CONSULTING, left Deloitte to pursue a master's in computer science at the University of South 

Florida with plans to graduate in May. 

Manikandan Radhakrishnan, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is a contractor working for a multinational-company client and continuing to 

upgrade their Salesforce skills. 

Ishika Raj, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing an MBA at IIM Calcutta. 

Raajanand Rajaram, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for a professional services organization and has now worked for three of the 

Big Four. 

Ashwin Ramachandran, Bengaluru CONSULTING, transitioned from Deloitte to pursue a degree in industrial management from the 

National Institute of Industrial Engineering in Mumbai before joining Amazon. "My work led to the launch of Amazon India's 

cobranded credit card. I also led efforts in the payments risk and compliance business to curtail fraud and abuse patterns in  the 

payments space," Ashwin says. "I then moved on to the offline-merchant acceptance business, enabling unorganized small and 

medium stores accept digital payments via Amazon Pay UPI," they continue. Ashwin is now a program manager at Alexa Data 

services, the team that trains the AI - Alexa, working with machine-learning data-labeling teams to improve Alexa's ASR and NLU 

features. 

Subadra Haritha Rangaraju, Hyderabad CONSULTING, says they will "always cherish the days when I was with Deloitte." Subadra is 

happy to share that they completed the PMP recently, as well. 

Shahbaaz Rasheed, Hyderabad CONSULTING, recently got married. 

Kaushitha Ravi, Bengaluru CONSULTING, welcomed a son after leaving Deloitte. 

Nitish Rawat, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Steri-Chem. 

Guthikonda Gopinath Reddy, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is pursuing a PhD at Missouri S&T University in Missouri. 
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Venkateshwar Reddy Kasthuri, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works as a senior technical lead on Azure, Angular, and Dot Net Core. 

Varun Rohra, Mumbai CONSULTING, is pursuing an MBA from NMIMS, Mumbai and learning immensely, albeit virtually. 

Nikhil Rokde, Hyderabad CONSULTING, got married in December 2020. 

Navin Raja S, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for Fidelity Investments. "It’s an amazing experience [to transition] from mainframe to 

cloud!" Navin says. 

Rashmi Prabha Sahoo, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing a career with a product-based company as part of the IT-Finance 

Application team, which helps build applications and solutions for VMware's mult i cloud application platform and cloud-based 

products. Rashmi is also part of the Sustainability at VMWare team, which aims at reducing carbon footprints through its vari ous 

projects. 

Manoranjan Sahu, Bengaluru CONSULTING, currently works for Wipro. 

Anjali Sam, Bengaluru CONSULTING, earned an MBA from IIM Calcutta! Anjali then continued a leadership journey there, serving as 

the alumni secretary for more than 10,000 alumni. After graduation in 2020, Anjali joined Cactus Communications as a product 

manager. 

Bheemunipati Naga Samyukta, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is pursuing a master's degree in business analytics at the University of Utah 

and working as a graduate teaching assistant. "The real-world analytics experience I have gained working at Deloitte is adding so 

much value to my study," Naga says. 

Soumya Sarkar, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for OpenText. 

Ahana Sarkhel, Gurgaon CONSULTING, became PMP-certified in December 2020. 

Priyam Saxena, Gurgaon CONSULTING, works for Professional services organization and, of Deloitte, says, "From managers to 

colleagues, each and every person was so supportive that I can't tell in words how smooth my journey was." 

Debapriya Sen, Hyderabad CONSULTING, got married, relocated, survived a pandemic, and has utilized working from home to 

develop some open-source projects since leaving Deloitte. 
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Ashish Shah, Mumbai CONSULTING, has spent 10 years with Professional services organization, helping several customers on their 

transformation journey using SAP S4 HANA sourcing and procurement, Ariba buying and invoicing, and Ariba CIG. 

Rohit Shah, Mumbai CONSULTING, is assistant manager in CitiusTech’s Data Science team. 

Mohammad Shahbaz, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is self-employed and says their time at Deloitte "was a great journey of learning 

new things." 

Azhar Ashraf Shaikh, Mumbai CONSULTING, works directly with the CTO and CEO on an e-commerce platform for Tata. Azhar is also 

getting married soon. 

Meenal Sharma, Hyderabad CONSULTING, ventured into aromatherapy after leaving Deloitte. "It's been a beautiful journey so far," 

Meenal says. 

Vinod Kumar Sharma, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Mindtree. 

Varun Sharma, Gurgaon CONSULTING, works for Professional services organization Invent. "Deloitte actually made an impact on my 

life that mattered," Varun says. 

Pawan Bhimraj Shinde, Mumbai CONSULTING, got married in December 2020 and is happy and ready to start the next phase of life. 

Akash Ganga Shrivastava, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for a professional services organization and recently got married. 

Anupam Shrivastava, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is a lead developer at Ecolab Digital Centre. 

Shobhit Shukla, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is a pricing manager for Aris Global Private Limited. 

Avdhesh Shukla, Bengaluru CONSULTING, has been doing a lot of great work in the Oracle HCM cloud space, serving the North 

American market. "I am part of a robust solution engineering team providing strong use case pitches to field sales rep for th e 

upcoming deals. I am excited to work on these deals as these are in a very fast paced environment, and an error may cause millions 

of dollars in the form of a lost deal. I also provide product training to new solution engineers and assist demo teams/sales rep to 

close the deal successfully," Avdhesh says. 

Avinash Singh, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is an associate director at UBS in its Group Internal Consulting practice. 
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Divakar Singh, Bengaluru CONSULTING, was accepted to Cornell University's one-year MBA program at its Ithaca, New York, campus 

on a 50% scholarship. "I am looking forward to learning from the best and entering the strategy consulting sector with logistics and 

supply chain specialization," Divakar says. 

Garvit Singh, Gurgaon CONSULTING, moved on to a new journey in the Armed Forces. 

Ishjit Singh, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is pursuing a master's degree in applied economics and econometrics and is becoming more 

proficient in data analytics and visualization—along with the more enhanced knowledge of econometric concepts. 

Aparajita Singh, Bengaluru CONSULTING, completed an SAP certification in Data Services 4.2, Ehub. 

Aashish Sinha, Bengaluru CONSULTING, joined a startup as head of engineering to develop innovative products and transform all IT 

structure and operations after leaving Deloitte. In 2019, Aashish moved to Dubai to join a growing retail company in the UAE region. 

Aashish is now an IT manager who implemented Omnichannel in the company, architecting a whole landscape for new digital 

transformation with SFCC, Fluent, SAP, EWM, CAR, etc. 

Nikita Sondhi, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Legato. 

Apurv Srivastava, Bengaluru CONSULTING, has worked for a professional services organization for more than two years and has 

"had a great learning and growing opportunity." 

Priyanshu Srivastava, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for Nagarro. 

Abhinav Srivastava, Mumbai CONSULTING, says, "Deloitte was, and will always be, my dream company to work for!" 

Vanamala Srivittal, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Kagool Data Private Limited and says, "I enjoyed every moment when I was 

at Deloitte." 

Sibi Sukumar, Hyderabad CONSULTING, joined Infosys as a project manager in digital delivery stream in April 2019 after almost 14 

years with UST Global after leaving Deloitte. 

Shaik Mohammad Sulthan, Hyderabad CONSULTING, worked for a professional services organization for nine months after leaving 

Deloitte before joining Jade Global. Shaik also completed an MBA in finance from SRK University.  
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Nandagopal Suresh, Bengaluru CONSULTING, graduated from Duke University in North Carolina. "Excited for my next journey!" 

Nandagopal says. 

Sakshi Suri, Hyderabad CONSULTING, left Deloitte to pursue a master's degree from Northeastern University, Boston, and had the 

opportunity to work part time for the university as a business analyst as a co-op student. 

Shalini Tariyal, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is pursuing a PGDM from IMT Nagpur. 

Srinivas Temala Ramu, Bengaluru CONSULTING, says, "All my learning with Deloitte has been useful in my career ... I would like to 

thank all the Deloitte leadership for the support in my tenure."  

Aakash Thakur, Mumbai CONSULTING, works for Meesho. "Deloitte is where I got the freedom to try different technologies and 

apply them on various projects, which not only help me grew there but overall," Aakash says. 

Uday Kiran Venkata Tholeti, Hyderabad CONSULTING, moved to ServiceNow as a technical program manager working with the core 

teams on their releases. 

Nammi Thomas Janaki Preetham Kumar, Hyderabad CONSULTING, is pursuing a postgraduation diploma in business analytics at 

IIM Calcutta, IIT Kharagpur, and ISI Kolkata learning in-depth statistics, inference, Python for data science, machine learning, and 

many other relevant technologies in the area of analytics. "A year tenure at Deloitte has changed my life for good," Nammi sa ys.  

Ragesh Thulasimani, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is an associate director for ASEAN markets for Engagely.ai. Under this role, based out 

of Singapore, Ragesh leads the next growth of expansion for the product in Southeast Asian countries, India, and Australia .  

Rakesh Vangari, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Wipro Digital and recently got married. "Deloitte was, is, and will be the best," 

Rakesh says. 

Kondapalli Abdul Varis, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works for Legato Health Technologies. 

Denish Arvindlal Velachhawala, Bengaluru CONSULTING, is an architect manager for SAP solutions at Professional services 

organization. 

Akshay Kumar Venkatesh, Bengaluru CONSULTING, will pursue a master's degree in engineering management this fall at Cornell 

University in New York. "I wish to make a career transition from a pure technical domain to a role that involves both busines s and 

technical skills," Akshay says. 
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Vivek Verma, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for ProSiebenSat1 Media GmbH. "Deloitte helped a lot in my career, it provided me a 

brand name that is recognized throughout the globe. It also gave me a platform to serve multinational clients, which in turn gave me 

an idea of working with international people and working through tight deadlines while maintaining healthy work ethics," Vivek says. 

Dwaipayn Vora, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for Cleveland Clinic London. "It is always great to surround yourself with motivated 

individuals, and Deloitte has always been a powerhouse of such talents," Dwaipayn says. 

Sagar Vora, Bengaluru CONSULTING, works for a professional services organization and is preparing to become a father! 

Vishal Singh Yadav, Gurgaon CONSULTING, is an Oracle cloud consultant for a professional services organization. 

Navya Yarlagadda, Hyderabad CONSULTING, works as a team lead on Oracle cloud financials. Navya also volunteers with an NGO, 

serving the needy with education, food, and health issues. 
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RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY 

Paramkusham Avinash, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works for Novartis. 

Shaik Yaseen Basha, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works for BlueYonder. 

Rishi Bhandari, Gurgaon RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, is a senior business solutions manager at SAS, leading key public sector 

and financial services accounts in Customer Advisory, Pre-Sales. 

Arya Bhattacharya, Gurgaon RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, spent a year as a senior associate at a professional services 

organization before taking a break and pursuing a position in the Advisory practice of another professional services organization. 

Arijit Chakraborty, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, Glad to share that I am working on Impact investing, due diligence, 

business valuation and incubation of start-ups, capacity building in diverse industry sectors. I also trained as a pilot to fly Airbus A 

320 fleet of aircrafts.  

Tanmita Das, Bengaluru RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, is applying to MBA programs. 

Sathyanarayanan E, Bengaluru RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, received a preplacement offer after a 2020 summer internship 

with a cybersecurity team. 

Vibhor Garg, Gurgaon RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works for Infosys Limited. 

Shubham Goel, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, is a DevOps engineer working with the latest tools and technologies. "I 

am really enjoying working with these technologies while having [the] support of all my team," Shubham says. 

Thomas Joseph, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works at a professional services organization. 

Shashi Kant, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works as a data analyst and is "learning new things every day." 

G Nithin, Bengaluru RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works for Accelerate ITS in Australia. "I am having very good life with balanced 

work and personal life," Nithin says. 

Abhijit Onkar, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, deeply believes that his skills, client experiences, and professional 

networks gained at Deloitte prepared him for his entrepreneurial journey. After leaving Deloitte, Abhijit consulted for CXOs,  driving 

bottom-line impact at a few of the world's most reputable health care entities. Subsequently, Abhijit refined his ideas to start 
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Crelytics, a workflow-as-service platform with an initial focus on financial services. Backed by the world's best B2B accelerator in San 

Francisco and funded by Alchemist Investment Fund, Crelytics has quickly acquired more than 80 clients ranging from a Top 5 private 

bank to the largest loan distributor in India. 

Nidhi Prasad, Bengaluru RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, is enjoying their role as a senior consultant at a professional services 

organization. 

Sanjana Raj, Gurgaon RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, says, "I quit my job at Deloitte to be a full-time mom to my beautiful 3-year-

old daughter who needed more of me." 

Shivam Kameshwar Sahu, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, is currently involved in construction management working 

with the family's organization based out of Wardha district, Maharashtra. 

ManojKumar Selvaraj, Bengaluru RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, works for a professional services organization. 

Mohamed Subair, Bengaluru RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, recently changed jobs and relocated to Dubai. 

R Vidya, Hyderabad RISK AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY, is pursuing an MBA at IIM Indore. 
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SERVICES 

Sudheer Adireddy, Hyderabad SERVICES, is a branch manager for IDBI Bank. 

Shafaque Ahmed, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Professional services organization. 

SUMITABH AHUJA, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Eastman Chemical, leading power bi- and data-visualization projects. 

Koppula Anitha, Hyderabad SERVICES, is a marketing manager at a cloud services company. 

Abhishek B S, Bengaluru SERVICES, works for a professional services organization. 

Mohan Babu, Hyderabad SERVICES, works as an RPA project manager at Acronotics. 

Deepak Banerjee, Hyderabad SERVICES, works at HSBC. 

Prem Kumar Boini, Hyderabad SERVICES, took a role as deputy manager at PepsiCo, and completed an MBA in banking and finance 

after leaving Deloitte. "The journey and experience [have] been amazing," Prem says. 

Arun Vamsi Ch V S, Hyderabad SERVICES, is pursuing a master's degree from SPJIMR in information management. 

Tarun Chakraborty, Hyderabad SERVICES, works in the AEC sector as an engineering manager on digital services. "I am learning, I 

am trying to make something new, [and I am] enjoying work," Tarun says. 

Sriram Chakravarthy, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Barclays. "I'm happy I started my career in the best place," Sriram says. 

Sangeetha Chandrasenan, Hyderabad SERVICES, is a PROSCI-certified change manager and leads APAC OCM COE at Micron, in 

addition to be an inclusion ally. 

Atanu Chaudhuri, Hyderabad SERVICES, joined the Indian Institute of Management Lucknow as an assistant professor of operations 

management after leaving Deloitte. Atanu then moved to Denmark and worked at Aalborg University, Copenhagen, and was 

awarded the Best Teacher of the Year Award in 2017. Atanu currently works as an associate professor at Durham University Busi ness 

School in the United Kingdom and as an adjunct professor at Aalborg University. "My research interests are on [the]  impact of 3D 

printing and blockchain on supply chains and on supply chain risk management," Atanu says. 
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Anirban Datta, Hyderabad SERVICES, is an ACES program manager at Amazon. "I am thankful to Deloitte for all [the] support during 

my tenure there," Anirban says. 

Geetha Deevi, Hyderabad SERVICES, welcomed a baby after leaving Deloitte and spends a few hours each week volunteering for an 

NGO. "I ... will forever be grateful for the incredible house of talents that I've worked with. They always were more th an a team," she 

says. 

Vardhan Amit Harsh, Hyderabad SERVICES, worked at Abhay Greentech Pvt. Ltd. as an HR manager after leaving Deloitte. 

Rahul Hublikar, Hyderabad SERVICES, is head of security, crisis management, and administration at Boehringer Ingelheim and 

received the BI Annual Excellence Award in 2020 in the customer orientation category for successfully managing the COVID crisis for 

the organization. 

Mohammed Inamuddin, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Amazon. "I am enjoying my new phase of work life and new challenges 

that I am facing," Mohammed says. 

Shirish Jawalkar, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for A'Safwah Dairy and says, "The journey has been very informative and, as an 

individual, I learned a lot of things working with various onsite and offsite clients." 

Pranita Dnyaneshwar Joshi, Hyderabad SERVICES, moved to Germany and started working with Around Town Consulting, a real 

estate company in Berlin, after leaving Deloitte. "I upgraded my career as a data analyst and started working on data analysi s and 

Tableau data visualization," Soumya says. 

Manoj Reddy Kancherla, Hyderabad SERVICES, got married. 

Neelima Kanukanti, Hyderabad SERVICES, completed the CFA Level 1 certification in October 2020. 

Varanasi Manoj Kashyap, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for GE Healthcare. 

Mohammed Khadeer, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Franklin Templeton. 

Mir Khan, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Amazon Development Center India Pvt Ltd. 

Sunil Kodi, Hyderabad SERVICES, is a delivery lead at Amzur. 
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Rohit  Krishnasa M R, Hyderabad SERVICES, says, "The experience, exposure, and professional upliftment that I took away from my 

time at Deloitte has helped me immensely to adapt and perform well in my new role and a start-up atmosphere and advance my 

career in the direction I had always imagined." 

Pavuluri Thinesh Kumar, Hyderabad SERVICES, works at Professional services organization. 

Sneha Lal, Hyderabad SERVICES, says "Deloitte was always one of my best," adding that "having Deloitte on my resume has always 

worked wonders for me." 

Nanchary Lavanya, Hyderabad SERVICES, says "Deloitte for me is a great place to learn because of the few ambitious people around 

me. There are few people like my US channel lead who always motivate and inspire people around him." 

Gogul Lnu, Bengaluru SERVICES, is an auditor in Dubai, as well as an Acca student. 

Suparn LNU, Hyderabad SERVICES, got married in December 2020. 

Ajitesh LNU, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Wells Fargo. 

Brinda Mahindra, Hyderabad SERVICES, leads the Instructional Design team at HurixDigital. "My experience with Deloitte helps in 

this exciting role, whether it be helping my team identify and work on their strengths, balance their work and personal lives during 

this pandemic, rapidly upskilling, or how to be agile to meet the fast growth of online learning in today's landscape," Brind a says. 

Abdul Rahmath Mohammad, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Infosys.  

Soham Mukherjee, Hyderabad SERVICES, says, "The summer internship at Deloitte was a great experience. After that, it changed 

the way I work. I feel more confident in my analysis work." Soham will complete a master's degree in June. "I am sure the experience 

I gathered will come handy for the days to come. This will help me kickstart my professional career in the field of statistics and data 

science," Soham continues. 

Phanikiran Palagummi, Hyderabad SERVICES, joined Salesforce after leaving Deloitte. During this transition, Phanikiran married 

Hima Bindhu, mentioning that "I always share with my spouse about my journey, memories, projects our team catered to, our 

clients, and other great things about Deloitte leadership during my tenure." 
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Arjit Pandey, Hyderabad SERVICES, works at Amazon as a transaction risk investigator in the chargeback team of the Payment Risk 

Operations. "My previous experience in Deloitte has really helped me with my new career," Arit says. Arit was awarded the t raining 

champ certificate and has also won various spot awards for ownership at work and creativity. 

Krishna Parasram Puria, Hyderabad SERVICES, says the past 20 months have been quite a journey. Krishna joined an organization to 

work with a sales team on analytics for the pharma industry and recently joined Amazon in HR analytics. "The journey with Deloitte 

has been quite fruitful, and eventful ... the support from my manager/mentor was immensely helpful in bringing me to the poin t of 

[my] career I am at today," Krishna says. 

Lathika Pise, Hyderabad SERVICES, has been volunteering for various organizations in the United States, happily traveling, and 

spending time with their 4-year-old since leaving Deloitte. 

Katukam Pramod, Hyderabad SERVICES, started an advertising agency, Rainforest Communications India Pvt. Ltd., three years ago. 

Sree Pranathi, Hyderabad SERVICES, is pursuing a master's degree in the United States. 

Manisha Puneriya, Hyderabad SERVICES, got married in lockdown. 

Sirdhala Rahul, Hyderabad SERVICES, left Deloitte to pursue higher education. 

Gaurav  Rana, Hyderabad SERVICES, says "Deloitte loaded me with the right skills, which helped me transition from a business 

analyst in Deloitte to a senior software development manager at Amazon. It provided me an optimal foundation, which shaped my 

career trajectory and prepared me for leadership roles." 

RAJENDRA REDDY, Hyderabad SERVICES, is happy to be PMP-certified now. Along with this, Rajendra is actively involved in CSR 

activities. 

Kiran Prabhakar Prabhakar Remers, Hyderabad SERVICES, welcomed a baby girl after leaving Deloitte. 

Rakesh Sabnekar, Hyderabad SERVICES, is self-trained on Azure Administrator AZ-104 and Azure Solutions Architect AZ303-304. 

Manoj Sahu, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Microsoft. "I can simply say I am what I am today because of Deloitte," Manoj says. 

Valluri Sandeep Kumar, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Professional services organization and is learning new things. 

Karthik Sankar, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Cognati. 
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Utsav Saranga, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for TCS. 

Achinto Sengupta, Hyderabad SERVICES, says, "The great ecosystem of leaders/mentors [at Deloitte] helped develop my 

professional acumen to become a strong, people-focused leader. The great foundation has helped me in my current work with 

Professional services organization Strategy, where I deal with multiple client stakeholders/leaders in solving their business 

challenges and helping them create a business transformation with foundation focusing on customer/people first and helping drive 

value for them." 

Bommakanti Seshasai, Hyderabad SERVICES, was promoted to senior consultant and is now an admin for the leading EDR tool in 

the market Crowdstrike, handling the information security landscape for a leading manufacturing client. 

Tanu Sharma, Hyderabad SERVICES, is a technical program manager for ValueLabs. "Doing great with my family," Tanu says. 

K J Shijo, Hyderabad SERVICES, says Deloitte is "one of the best companies I have ever worked with." 

Sauhardra Shrivastava, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Professional services organization. 

Angad Singh, Hyderabad SERVICES, has been in the talent acquisition field for that past 10 years and specialized in early talent-

acquisition roles. Angad started as a recruiting coordinator for campus recruitment and worked their way up to leading campus 

recruitment for a leading MNC as an Asia lead campus. "Hiring from top universities across Asia for various locations and rol es with 

an eye for diversity as a key has been my goal from the start, and [I'm] looking forward to adding value by taking additional 

responsibility globally as business grows," Angad says. 

Viplav Singh, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for HCL Technologies Ltd. "The financial and technical literacy along with the HR hat is 

certainly a cherry on [the] cake!" Viplav says.  

Aparajita Singh, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Zydus Cadila. "Deloitte has definitely changed me and made me believe in ethics of 

business. I always give examples of its DE&I practices and giving back to community," Aparajita says. 

Naveen  Singh , Bengaluru SERVICES, transitioned successfully from the services industry to FMCG, and adds that, "The kind of 

exposure that Deloitte gave me in terms of tools, techniques, and people at [the] ground level was truly amazing [and] which I [will] 

cherish across my journey in [my] professional life." 
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Kaveri Sinha, Bengaluru SERVICES, started a marketing agency, The Caravan Studio, seven years and two jobs after Deloitte. "I feel 

very confident in saying that the work and professionalism I learned at Deloitte have been extremely crucial in this journey," Kaveri 

says. 

Khushbu Sinha, Hyderabad SERVICES, is a data analyst with the Government of Bihar. 

Rohit Soni, Hyderabad SERVICES, works at Gerson Lehrman Group. 

Rakesh T, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for OpenText. 

Gopi Tamraparni, Hyderabad SERVICES, says, "I share my gratitude to all my colleagues and managers at Deloitte for all the 

learnings I could get while working with the team. The writing skills I picked up from the role at Deloitte are very handy." Gopi now 

works for Acuity Knowledge Partners. 

Srujana Teegala, Hyderabad SERVICES, left Deloitte to pursue an entrepreneurial opportunity of starting a restaurant. "After six 

months into the restaurant, COVID-19 hit us, and everything went stand still. With IT offices closed for indefinite time, the restaurant 

had to be closed. Life is all about these ups and downs, and I started working on another entrepreneurial venture in a health  care 

company. I still incorporate a lot of corporate etiquettes into my organization to make it as friendly as it was in Deloitte," Brun says. 

Deepak Tyagi, Hyderabad SERVICES, got exposure to pre-sales and a chance to handle bigger responsibilities. Overall, it was a good 

learning but missed Deloitte culture. 

Chaitali Chandrashekhar Vedak, Hyderabad SERVICES, is working a teaching associate at IIM Calcutta with aspirations of pursuing a 

PhD in management. 

Akash Vanshu Waghmare, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for BNY Mellon. "Joining Deloitte was the best decision [I] made," Priyanshu 

says. 

Ravindra Yadav, Hyderabad SERVICES, works for Ameriprise Financial. 
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TAX 

Zahra   Battery Wala, Hyderabad TAX, always wanted to explore career opportunities in a creative/artistic field; Zahra started a 

small business on Etsy and Instagram (@sparkleawaybyz) to sell hand-embroidered and watercolor home decor items, embroidered 

masks, and greeting cards. "My first sale was in October and since then, I am successfully operating my business. My time in Deloitte 

taught me how to deal with different kinds of people, time management, and efficiency in work," Zahra says.  

Osman Bin Khaled Abbadi, Hyderabad TAX, joined Optum Global Solutions as a claims associate after leaving Deloitte.  

Nookala Abhishek, Hyderabad TAX, works for a professional services organization. 

Aditya Agarwal, Hyderabad TAX, pivoted totally from a finance and taxation background into a sales role at an IT organization. "The 

experience at Deloitte of regularly speaking with ex-pats greatly helped as that helped [me] gain soft skills needed in any sales role. 

And the finance background helped offer a unique insight to potential clients, thus closing deals. All in all, I was afraid o f a career 

change but realized later that Deloitte had honed a lot of skills that I didn't understand at the time but valued later," Aditya says. 

Prerna Agrawal, Hyderabad TAX, got married and moved to Sweden since leaving Deloitte in 2012. Prerna also pursued a master's 

degree in embedded systems and joined the IT industry in Sweden. Prerna has worked for Scania for the last three years. 

Mohammed Ajaz Ahmed, Hyderabad TAX, worked as an internal auditor at Deccan Hospital after leaving Deloitte. 

Rudraraju Naga Sai Akshatha, Hyderabad TAX, is studying financial services at Cegep de la Gaspesie et illes in Montréal, Canada. 

Mir Asad Ali, Hyderabad TAX, works for RPost Labs. 

Jitendra Baid, Hyderabad TAX, works for a professional services organization. 

Shubham Bansal, Hyderabad TAX, is self-employed. "It was really the best experience for me to start off my career at Deloitte. I am 

thankful for the learning that I had, which is useful to me in my work today. How to manage big data, how to handle work pressure, 

how to meet the deadlines... these are useful to me in my work," Shubham says. 

Santanu Batabyal, Gurgaon TAX, works for a professional services organization. 

Priyadarshini Bhardwaj, Hyderabad TAX, is an HR manager at a manufacturing organization. 

Pradeep Bhulode, San Jose TAX, celebrated one special milestone: getting married! 
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Sridhar Bojja, Hyderabad TAX, traveled to the Cayman Islands after they left Deloitte to join a professional services organization in 

its wealth and asset management sector. After two months, Sridhar relocated to the Bahamas office to set up its tax service line, 

with a team of 10 people in tax compliance and tax advisory practices. 

Deepak Chadha, Gurgaon TAX, works for Publicis Sapient as a level 2 associate—a financial reporting and analysis role. 

Suneel Kumar Damera, Hyderabad TAX, completed an MBA in finance in 2019 and has been working for Invesco as a portfolio 

administrator for almost two years. 

Janhavi Dawra, Hyderabad TAX, left Deloitte to complete the CFA. Janhavi has cleared level 1 and is ready to tackle level 2 post-

COVID. 

Marzia Fatima, Hyderabad TAX, worked at Ranstad, with Google Ranstad, before it was acquired by Wipro; Marzia now works for 

Wipro with Google as a client. 

Deepak Ganatra, Hyderabad TAX, works for Professional services organization. "Have been doing good in my professional life and 

just a few days back got promoted too!" Deepak says. 

Vemula Gayathri, Hyderabad TAX, works for Amazon as an ERC senior associate. 

Kothakota Gayathri, Hyderabad TAX, is pursuing a CFA and I will take the first-level exam in May. 

Anupama Gopakumar, Hyderabad TAX, works for Estrrado Technologies. 

Regoti Prashanth Goud, Hyderabad TAX, took an internship with CallHealth after completing an MBA. 

Deepak K N, Hyderabad TAX, is a manager in a professional services organization leading the Tax Tools & Technology team, which 

develops and manages the strategic tools and technology solutions for the organization’s overall US Tax practice. "I am always 

thankful to Deloitte for providing a strong base, and it helped me to transition to this  role which requires a strong blend of tax and 

technology," Deepak says. 

Lakshmi Kanaka Durga, Hyderabad TAX, works for a professional services organization as part of its Business Controls team. 

Taukir Khan, Hyderabad TAX, says they are "at peace" and working for a professional services organization. 
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Karan Lalwani, Hyderabad TAX, says they are doing great in their position at a professional services organization. Deloitte "is the 

best organization to work for," Karan says, adding that "Deloitte is special." 

Ankith M A, Hyderabad TAX, met the love of his life and started a new chapter by relocating back to their hometown, Bangalore. 

"So, things have been going good!" Ankith says. 

Atulay Mahajan, Hyderabad TAX, is a senior software engineer at HSBC Technology India. 

Shivshankar Maharana, Hyderabad TAX, works for Salesforce and has an 18-month-old baby boy. 

Tadpalli Mahender, Hyderabad TAX, recently received a promotion recently was selected as a past-president for an NGO, Junior 

Chamber International. 

Debashish Maity, Hyderabad TAX, embarked on a journey to complete a one-year MSc in accountancy (analytics) from Nanyang 

Business School, Singapore, to understand the role of analytics in accounting and finance. 

Shobhit Mittal, Gurgaon TAX, works for a professional services organization. 

Prateek Nanda, Hyderabad TAX, is pursuing a PhD at IIT Madras through the Department of Management Studies. 

Avik Niyogi, Hyderabad TAX, became a rural banker and got married (to a fellow Deloitte colleague, Aratrika!) after leaving Deloitte. 

Satyabrata Patnaik, Hyderabad TAX, joined HP in FPNA, and then Shell in its Deal Structuring team after leaving Deloitte. Satyabrata 

got married in 2018 and says, "Things have changed over time for [the] better. All in all, it has been a good journey," adding that, 

"Deloitte ... taught me more on being a better professional and being ethical." 

Nikesh Pogaku, Hyderabad TAX, is a parent to a 1-year-old son. "Watching him grow is a very special feeling. Spending quality time 

with him during the lockdown is priceless," Pogaku says. 

Kuldip Purohit, Hyderabad TAX, juggled various ideas after leaving Deloitte before pursuing the dream of entrepreneurship in 2016 

with RoyalBrothers.com.  

Ahmed Qamer, Hyderabad TAX, works for Agility Logistics. 

Sreeram Rajeev, Hyderabad TAX, is an area manager for sales and network for Groupe Renault - India. 
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Rahulkumar Rathi, Hyderabad TAX, works for a professional services organization and has received multiple "spot awards" and the 

yearly Tax Excellence Award for their work and efficiency. 

Ganji Sainath, Hyderabad TAX, works for BDO Rise Private Limited. 

Akshay Saxena, Hyderabad TAX, is a tax senior at a professional services organization. 

Aashish Sehgal, Gurgaon TAX, wrote three books. Aashish also won a poetry contest held by a professional services organization for 

the poem "Season of Season—Busy Season." Additionally, Aashish was interviewed by famous UK writer and blogger Sonnet O'Dell. 

Vinod Sharabu, Hyderabad TAX, works for a professional services organization, but says, "Working with Deloitte [was] always [a] 

wonderful experience. Here I got lifetime colleagues, learning, and [a] great work life." 

Raja Shekar, Hyderabad TAX, works for Thomson Reuters. 

Anoop Srivastava, Gurgaon TAX, works for a professional services organization. Anoop says, "A part of me ... always remains 

connected with Deloitte." 

Sharath Sura, Hyderabad TAX, moved to a new city and works for a professional services organization. "I loved each and every 

moment being with the organization," they say of their time at Deloitte. 

Harshid Swadas, Hyderabad TAX, works for a professional services organisation and is currently assigned to a global coordination 

and consulting project.  

Anujay Tantia, Hyderabad TAX, works for Maersk. 

Hari Krishna Vadlamudi, Hyderabad TAX, is currently pursuing a master's degree in finance and management at Cranfield University 

in the United Kingdom. 

Afsheen Zeba, Hyderabad TAX, is enrolled in a CPA program, is preparing for the regulation paper, and hoping to write the exam 

soon. 

 


